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This text is intended to sequence the CS1 course for 1 semester. The short version contains the first 18 chapters of the Comprehensive Version. The first 13 chapters are suitable for the AP Computer Science Examination. For Java programming courses. This text is intended to sequence the CS1 course for 1 semester. The short version contains the first 18
chapters of the Comprehensive Version. The first 13 chapters are suitable for the AP Computer Science Examination. For Java programming courses. First Introducing Basics to Basic Concepts and Programming Methods designed to support introductory programming course, Introduction to Java Programming and Data Structures, A Short Version teaches
concepts of problem solving and object-oriented programming using the basics of the first approach. Beginner programmers learn critical problem-solving techniques and then move on to the concept of key concepts of object-oriented, graphic programming, advanced gui interface, and web programming using JavaFX. This course is suitable for Java GUI
programming with JavaFX, which has replaced Swing as a new GUI tool for developing cross-platform Internet applications and easier to learn and use. The 11th edition has been completely revised to enhance clarity and presentation, and includes new and expanded content, examples and exercises. MyLabTM programming is not included. Students, if
MyLab is a recommended/mandatory component of the course, please ask your instructor for the correct ISBN and course ID. MyLab should only be purchased if you need an instructor. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more information. MyLab is an online homework, tutorial, and evaluation product designed to personalize learning and
improve results. With a wide range of interactive, engaging and designated activities, students are encouraged to actively explore and maintain rigid course concepts. This e-book is designed to sequence the CS1 course for 1 semester. The short version contains the first 18 chapters of the Comprehensive Version. The first 13 chapters are suitable for the AP
Computer Science Examination. The first introduction of the basics to basic programming methods and concepts. Designed to support introductory programming course, Introduction to Java Programming and Data Structures 11th Edition Global (PDF) teaches you the concept of object-oriented and problem-solving programming using the basics of the first
approach. Students and novice programmers learn critical problem-solving techniques and then move on to the concept of key object-oriented concepts, data structures, gui programming, and web programming. This course is suitable for Java GUI programming JavaFX, which replaced Swing as a new GUI tool to develop cross-platform rich Internet
applications and much easier to use and learn. The 11th global edition has been completely revised for and clarity, and includes new and expanded content, exercises and examples. P.S We also have the 11th edition of The Introduction to Java Programming and Data Structures, a comprehensive version in ePub format. See the relevant e-books below.
Separately, we also have an Introduction to Java programming and data structures, a comprehensive version of 11e testbank and other instructor resources for sale. NOTE: MyLabTM programming is not included. College and university students, if MyLab is a recommended/compulsory component of the course, please ask your teacher for the correct ISBN
and course ID. Only registered customers who have purchased this product can leave a review. We will love your help. Let us know what happened to this pre-introduction to Java programming, The Brief Version, The Global Edition of J. Daniel Liang. Go to the main content This text is designed for a 1-semester CS1 course sequence. The short version
contains the first 18 chapters of the Comprehensive Version. The first 13 chapters are suitable for the AP Computer Science Examination. For courses in Java Programming.A basics-first introduction to basic programming concepts and techniques designed to support the introductory programming course, introduction to Java programming and data
structures, The Short Version teaches problem solving concepts and object-oriented programming using a basic-first approach. Beginner programmers learn critical problem-solving techniques and then move on to the concept of key concepts of object-oriented, graphic programming, advanced gui interface, and web programming using JavaFX. This course
is suitable for Java GUI programming with JavaFX, which has replaced Swing as a new GUI tool for developing cross-platform Internet applications and easier to learn and use. The 11th edition has been completely revised to enhance clarity and presentation, and includes new and expanded content, examples and exercises. MyLabTM programming is not
included. Students, if MyLab is a recommended/mandatory component of the course, please ask your instructor for the correct ISBN and course ID. MyLab should only be purchased if you need an instructor. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more information. MyLab is an online homework, tutorial, and evaluation product designed to
personalize learning and improve results. With a wide range of interactive, engaging and designated activities, students are encouraged to actively explore and maintain rigid course concepts. This is the name Pearson Global Edition. Pearson's editorial team worked closely with educators around the world to include content that relevant for students outside
the United States. About The Book of Basics-First Approach prepares students to teach object-oriented programming and advanced Java programming by first creating basic skills. The name has been changed to For Java programming and data structures, the Comprehensive more accurately reflect the depth and breadth of coverage Liang provides. The
comprehensive edition covers all subjects taught in typical data structures and course algorithms. Fundamental concepts and methods of cycles, methods, and arrays are introduced in front of objects and classes. This entrusts new programmers with the skills they need to succeed. A good introduction to primitive data types, management operators,
techniques and arrays prepares students to teach object-oriented programming. The lines are covered at the beginning of the text so that students can use objects and strings to develop interesting programs early on. UPDATED on Java 8 and 9. Examples and exercises are improved and simplified with new features in Java 8 and 9. Object-oriented focus
chapters address students' difficulty adapting to an object-oriented paradigm by focusing on classroom design. Several examples are used to demonstrate the benefits of object-oriented programming so that students learn how and when to effectively apply OOP concepts. Bonus chapters that cover advanced data structures such as 2-4 trees, B-trees and
red-black trees. The book allows you to flexibly order chapters to allow you to process GUI, process exceptions, recursion, generics, and java collections that will be covered sooner or later. By focusing on problems, students learn to approach programming as a problem-solving method rather than a syntax. Programming, data structures, and algorithms are
easily integrated into one text. This hands-on approach to learning data structures covers how to use and implement different data structures to develop effective algorithms before implementing user data structures for trees and graphs. Examples and exercises highlight problem-solving and the need to develop reusable components to create practical
projects. New functions! JavaFX replaces all GUI examples and exercises. JavaFX is a new framework for Java GUI software development that makes gui programs much easier and easier to learn than Swing. Mathematical functions are introduced early so that students can write code using mathematical functions. Teaching features promote student
interest in introductory programming and appeal to students in all specialties Attraction Problems to enter each chapter and are addressed in a chapter. The book uses a wide range of problems with different levels of difficulty to motivate students. Problems cover many applications in games, math, business, science, animation and multimedia. The clear
goals of the chapter are to list what students should learn from the chapter. This helps them determine whether they have completed their tasks after Chapter. Key points, checkpoints and chapters of summary for each chapter highlight important important and allow students to track their progress, evaluate and strengthen their learning. Notes, tips, caveats,
and design guides inserted throughout the text offer valuable tips and information on important aspects of program development. Programming exercises give students the opportunity to apply new skills they have gained on their own. Complexity levels are rated as simple (without asterisk), moderate (me), rigid (me), or complex (me). Problems and case
studies, carefully selected and presented in a simple role model, teach problem solving and concept programming. The book uses many small, simple and stimulating examples to demonstrate important ideas. Extensive resources provide support for both teachers and EXPANDED students! The Companion text website, supported by the author in
www.pearsonhighered.com/liang The Animation Algorithm are valuable pedagogical tools to demonstrate how algorithms work. The animation algorithm is available on the Companion website. More than 200 additional program exercises with solutions are provided to the instructor on the Companion website. These exercises are not printed in the text.
VideoNotes provide step-by-step video tutorials specifically designed to improve the programming concepts presented in the book. Students can view the entire problem-solving process outside the classroom when they need help the most. Additional student resources include CheckPoint questions (organized sections for each chapter), solutions for young
program exercises, source code for examples in the book, interactive quizzes (organized by sections for each chapter), Java IDE, and software resources, debugging tips, and errata. Instructor resources include Microsoft PowerPoint slides with interactive buttons to view full-color, syntax-highlighted source code and run programs without leaving the slides.
Exercise programming solutions give students access to a number of programming exercises solutions. More than 100 additional head-to-head program exercises provide solutions for additional exercises available only to instructors. The web quiz generator allows instructors to create quizzes from a large database of more than two thousand questions.
Selective exams provides an additional opportunity for practice. Most exams consist of four parts: multiple-choice questions or questions with short answers. MyLabTM programming is not included. Students, if MyLab is a recommended/mandatory component of the course, ask your instructor for the correct ISBN and course ID. MyLab should only be
purchased if you need an instructor. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more information. Updated! User provides a new streamlined interface based on experienced user feedback. Creating a course, configuration, and navigation is now easier than ever. Expanded! Exercise Editor now makes it easy to create new programming exercises. In
addition to prescribing the hundreds of program exercises already available in MyLab programming, you can create and assign programming exercises to customize your course. Updated! VideoNotes Tutorials provide step-by-step video tutorials specifically designed to improve programming concepts presented in Java programming. Students can view the
entire problem-solving process outside the classroom when they need help the most. Interactive practice provides a first-hand experience of programming in an interactive online environment. Immediate feedback for incorrect answers gives students personalized feedback that distinguishes between logical errors and compiler errors. Error reports include
both compiler feedback and simple English interpretations of probable causes of incorrect response. Pearson eText gives students access to their textbook anytime, anywhere. In addition to notes highlighting and bookmarking, Pearson eText offers interactive and sharing features. Rich media options allow students to watch lectures and sample videos as
they read or do their homework. Teachers can share their comments or highlights, and students can add their own, creating a tight community of students in your classroom. The Pearson eText companion app allows existing subscribers to access their titles on an iPad or Android tablet to view online or offline. Dynamic assessment and evaluation provide
automatic assessment of student assignments, saving you time and offering students immediate learning opportunities: a dynamic list tracks their performance and keeps track of views. The color book gives you a quick look at the progress of your classes. Easily drill down to get information about one student's performance or specific problem. Gradebook
results can be exported to Excel for use using LMS. About the book Title has been changed to Introduction to Java Programming and Data Structure, Comprehensive to reflect its use in the structure of these courses based on a practical approach to implementing the design, implementation and use of data structures that covers all topics in a typical course
of data structures. UPDATED on Java 8 and 9. Examples and exercises are improved and simplified with new features in Java 8 and 9. Other examples and exercises in data structure chapters use Lambda expressions to simplify coding. Chapter 30 is brand new to cumulative operations for collection threads. The contents of the GUI Chapter Update are
updated to JavaFX 8. Examples are being reviewed. User interfaces in examples and exercises are now re-sounds and displayed in the center of the center Window. Chapter 13 introduces the default and static Methods Chapter 15 covers internal classes, anonymous internal classes, and lambda expressions using practical examples chapter 20 introduces
the forEach method as a simple alternative to the foreach cycle to apply action to each item in the collection. Chapters 24-29 Use default methods for interfaces in Java 8 to redesign MyList, MyArrayList, MyLinkedList, Tree, BST, AVLTree, MyMap, MyHashMap, MySet, MyHashSet, Graphics, UnweightedGraph, and WeightedGraph Chapter 31 introduces
FXML and Scene Buildervisual Tools MyLabTM Programming not included. Students, if MyLab is a recommended/mandatory component of the course, please ask your instructor for the correct ISBN and course ID. MyLab should only be purchased if you need an instructor. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more information. Updated! The
user interface provides a new streamlined interface based on experienced user feedback. Creating a course, configuration, and navigation is now easier than ever. Expanded! Exercise Editor now makes it easy to create new programming exercises. In addition to prescribing the hundreds of program exercises already available in MyLab programming, you
can create and assign programming exercises to customize your course. The exercise editor is easy to use and gives you the ability to choose different programming languages and types of exercises. VideoNotes provide step-by-step video tutorials specifically designed to improve programming concepts presented in Java programming. Students can view
the entire process of problem-solving outside the classroom when they need help most. Introduction to computers, software, and Java2. Initial programming3. Choice4. Mathematical Features, Characters and Strings 5. Loops6. Methods7. One-dimensional arrays8. Multidimensional arrays9. Objects and classes10. Object-oriented thinking11. Inheritance and
polymorphism12. Exception processing and text I/O13. Abstract classes and interfaces14. The basics of JavaFX15. Events-driven programming and animation.16 Managing the JavaFX and media user interface.17 Binary I/O18. RecursionAppendesAppendix A Java KeywordsAppendix B AsCII Character SetAppendix C Operator Precedence ChartAppendix
D Java ModifiersAppendix E Special floating points ValuesAppendix F Number SystemsAppendix G Bitwise OperationsAppendix H Regular ExpressionsAppendix I Listed Types Format Courses / Workshops ISBN-13: 9781292222073 Availability TestGen for introduction to Java programming, Short version, A guide to solutions for Global Edition instructors
to implement java programming, A short version, Global Edition Projects and Exercises for in Java Programming, Short Version, Global Bank Testing Edition for Introduction to Java Programming, Short Version, Global Global Show order information for
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